
Student Activity Answers 

Activity 1: Is it a bird? Is it a plane?  I need more pixels! 
 
1. Can you guess who I am?  Write your guess here: Students may make any guess 
 
2. Now can you guess who I am? Students may make any guess  
 
3. What features can you see in this photo that you could not see in the last one? 
Students may mention that they can see he has a beard, and can pick out the nose 
and mouth, etc. What is critical is that they make clear observations. 
 
4. Who am I? (Hint: I was the 16th president of the United States) Abraham Lincoln 
 
5. What details can you see in this photo that you could not see in the last one? 
Students should discuss that they can see details, such as individual hairs, wrinkles, 
pupils and irises, etc. What is critical is that they make clear observations. 
 
6. Can you guess where this is?  Write your guess here: Students may make any guess
 
7. Does it look like a forest?  like buildings? like a river?  like a lake? What do you see in 
this image?  Students should make observations about the photo.
 
8. This is the same photo, but at a higher resolution.  Now can you guess where this?   
Students may make any guess 
 
9. What can you see in this image that you could not see in the last photo? If you still 
don’t know where it is, do you think it is a city, a farm, a canyon, a river, a shoreline? 
Students should make observations about the photo. 

 
10. This is the photo at the highest resolution.  Now can you tell where the photo was 
taken?  (Hint: the green and brown rectangle in the center of the island is a very famous 
park)  Manhattan Island, New York City 
 
11. What details can you see in this photo that you could not see in the last one? 
Students may make any observations  
 
12. Now lets look at some aerial photographs taken at even higher resolution.  On this 
page is a close-up photo of the large park on the island.  This park is 2.5 miles long and 
0.5 miles wide.  There are about 4 meters per pixel.  What is the spatial resolution?  
(Remember, you need three pixels to make sure something is really there!)  
 4 x 3 = 12 
Answer: 12-meter resolution 
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13. Is this photo at a higher or lower resolution than the photos that will be taken by 
HiRISE? Lower 
 
14. What features can you easily see in the photo of the park?  What features are harder 
to see?  Students should write down multiple observations. 
 
15. Now look at the photo on the next page.  What are you looking at? Do you think this 
is higher or lower resolution than the previous image?  They are buildings, some might 
notice the cathedral (St. Patrick’s Cathedral), it is downtown in the city.  It is higher 
in resolution than the previous image. 
 
16. There is about 1 meter in each pixel in the photo on the previous page.  What is the 
spatial resolution? 
1 x 3 =  
Answer: 3-meter resolution 
 
17. How does this compare to HiRISE?  Will you be able to see more or less detail with 
the HiRISE camera? This is still lower in resolution than HiRISE- you will be able to see 
even more detail in HiRISE images!
 

Activity 2: Past Missions and Regions of Mars 
 
1. What is MOLA? Mars Orbiter Laser Altimeter.  It is an instrument on board the Mars 
Global Surveyor 
 
2. MOLA collects altimetric data of the surface of Mars.  What does altimetry mean? 
Elevation 
 
3. So if this is an altimetric map of Mars, what does this MOLA map tell us? 
The Mars Orbiter Laser Altimeter measured the height of martian surface features 
like mountains and depths of valleys. It also can tell us about pathways for the flow 
of past water and the locations, sizes, and volumes of watersheds and seasonal 
changes in the height of the martian surface (aka, snow depth) that represented the 
first direct global measurement of the amount and distribution of condensed carbon 
dioxide. 
 
4. Just as we have labeled different regions on Earth (i.e. Atlantic Ocean, Pacific Ocean, 
Asia, Antarctica, etc.) and different geographic features (i.e. the Grand Canyon, Mt. St. 
Helens, etc), scientists have also named the different regions on Mars. Using the terms 
below, label the regions and major geographic features on Mars on the map (Figure 1). 
Map is labeled on following page
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5. Based on what you have labeled, what do you think Planitia means? Low plain 
 
6. What do you think Montes means? Mountains 
 
7. What do you think Mons means? Mountain 
 
8. What do you think Tholus means? Small mountain
 
9. What are the names of some of the previous successful missions to Mars? 
Mars Global Surveyor 
Pathfinder 
Viking 1-2 
Mars Express 

Mariner 4, 6-7 and 9 
Mars Exploration Rovers (Spirit and Opportunity) 
Mars Odyssey 

 
10. What instruments have taken photos of Mars? 
Mariner Camera 
HRSC (Mars Express) 
Viking Camera 
MOC (MGS) 

THEMIS (MO)  
Pathfinder IMP camera 
Pancam on Spirit and Opportunity (MER) 
Microscopic Imager on Spirit and Opportunity (MER) 

 
11. Which instrument took a photo of Gusev at the highest resolution?  
MER Spirit 
 
12. Which instrument took a photo of Gusev at the lowest resolution?  
Viking 
 
13. HiRISE will take photos of Mars that are higher in resolution than the previous orbiter 
cameras, but will not be as high as the photos taken by cameras on landers.  What is the 
advantage of using this camera if there are already high-resolution photos from landers?  
HiRISE can take photos from all over the planet, not just from one small area.
 
14. What “zoom factor” gives you a resolution closest to what you might see with 
HiRISE? HiRISE will have a max resolution of 30 cm/pixel, so it is actually between 4 
(44 cm/pix) and 8 (22 cm/pixel).  8 is closest to the resolution. 
 
15. Zoom in to the resolution closest to the resolution you will see with HiRISE.  What 
types of things can you see in the zoomed-in image that you can’t see in the image on 
the left side of the screen?  They should discuss a variety of observations, including 
the fact that they can see more layers, they can see individual rocks, they can better 
pull out differences in color, etc. 
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Activity 3: Scavenger Hunt 
 
On the following pages are some examples of these landforms. Students might use these 
or the may find other examples to use.   

 

 
Impact crater example: Gusev Crater, centered at 14.5°S, 184°W, MOC, Courtesy 

NASA/JPL/Malin Space Science Systems 
 

 
Ejecta blanket example: In northern Elysium Planitia, MOC, Courtesy NASA/JPL/Malin 

Space Science Systems 
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An old surface example: East of Hellas Planitia, centered at 30°S, 0°W, MOLA, HiWeb 

 

 
A young surface example: Utopia Planitia, centered at 60°N, 250°W, MOLA, HiWeb 

 

 
Volcanic caldera example: Ceraunius Tholus, centered at 24°N, 97°W, MOC, Courtesy 

NASA/JPL/Malin Space Science Systems 
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Lava flow example: Marte Vallis, 7°N, 182°W, MOC, Courtesy NASA/JPL/Malin Space 

Science Systems 
 

 
Possible Shoreline example: border of Amazonis Planitia, 32°N, 114°W, MOC, Courtesy 

NASA/JPL/Malin Space Science Systems 
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Gully example: Left photo, in Newton Crater, 41°S, 160°W, MOC, Courtesy 
NASA/JPL/Malin Space Science Systems; right photo is context image of Newton Crater, 

Viking MDIM from HiWeb 
 

 

 
 

 
Outflow channel example: Athabasca Vallis, 10°N, 203°W, at left is context image MOC 

M02-01974 (darker grey area is Athabasca Valles), at right is close-up showing 
megaripples (arrow), MOC2-862a, Courtesy NASA/JPL/Malin Space Science Systems 
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Canyon example: Valles Marineris, centered about 10°S, 70°W, Viking MDIM mosaic 

 

 
Dust devil example: In Amazonis Planitia, 20°N, 200°W, MOC, Courtesy NASA/JPL/Malin 

Space Science Systems 
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Layered rock example: In Gusev Crater, centered at 14.5°S, 184°W, MER, Spirit, 

Courtesy NASA/JPL-Caltech 
 

 
Sand dune example: In Proctor Crater, 48°S, 330°W, MOC, Courtesy NASA/JPL/Malin 

Space Science Systems 
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Fault or scarp example: Left photo fault offsetting 
bedding at Ius Chasma near 7.8°S, 80.6°W, MOC2-
415, Courtesy NASA/JPL/Malin Space Science 
Systems; Right photo of large-scale faults in 
Cerberus Fossae, 10°N, 160°E  Viking MDIM from 
HiWeb 

 

 

 

Activity 4: Select a target for HiRISE 
 
No answers are written in for these questions, as the student may come up with any 
range of suggestions.  Hopefully the student will find creative problems to solve and 
interesting places to look! An alternative to this activity may be that the class 
brainstorms a variety of ideas, and then decides on one place to target, and you go 
through this activity together in class.  This is possible if your class has an internet 
connection.   
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Activity 5: Games 
 
You may wish to have your students do these online instead of on paper.  Interactive 
versions of puzzles and wordsearch available online at: 
http://spacescience.arc.nasa.gov/~vgulick/hirise_epo/hirise_epo_games/hirise_games.html

Crossword Puzzle solutions 
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Wordsearch solution 

 
 
Jigsaw Puzzle 1: Nili Dunes, Mars. For more information on the Nili patera dunes 
image, go to http://www.msss.com/mars_images/moc/3_11_99_nili/. Image courtesy of 
NASA/JPL/MSSS 
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Jigsaw Puzzle 2: Olympica Fossae, Mars. For more information on the Olympica 
Fossae image go to http://www.msss.com/mars_images/moc/2003/10/01/. Image 
courtesy of NASA/JPL/MSSS 

 
Jigsaw Puzzle 3: MRO Water Cycle.  For more information on the MRO Water 
Cycle, go to http://marsprogram.jpl.nasa.gov/mro/gallery/artwork/MRO-multispectral-
water-cycle.html.  Image courtesy of  NASA/JPL-Caltech. 
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